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abstract:

Minimal surfaces have been gradually translated from mathematics to architectural design research due to
their fascinating geometric and spatial properties. Tensile structures are just an example of their application
in architecture known since the early 1960s. The present research relates to the problem of generating minimal
surface geometries computationally using self-organizing particle spring systems and optimizing them for digital
fabrication. The algorithm is iterative and it has a different approach than a standard computational method, such as
dynamic relaxation, because it does not start with a pre-defined topology and it consists of simultaneous processes
that control the geometry’s tessellation. The method is tested on triply periodic minimal surfaces and focused on
several fabrication techniques such as a tensegrity modular system composed of interlocked rings (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Modules of the Schwarz P Surface

Figure 2. Metabolic Media, Loop.pH, London 2008
(<http://loop.ph/bin/view/Loop/MetabolicMedia>).

1 Introduction

2 Background

The research is focused on both the form-finding and the
fabrication of minimal surfaces, within an alternative
algorithmic method based on the simulation of a virtual
soap film with a pre-given boundary. The question that
emerges is how the translation from the computational
space to the built artifact could be embodied into this
process. The project is developed in Processing 1.0.6.

An example of great relevance to the subject of the
research is Ken Brakke’s Surface Evolver, a software used
for the modeling of liquid surfaces which are shaped
by various forces and constraints. It is designed for
simulating soap bubbles, foams, liquid solder, capillary
shapes, and other liquid surfaces which would be
shaped by reaching minimum energy from the point of
view of the surface tension. The resulted surfaces are
represented as triangular meshes in order to control
the potential complicated topologies or topological
changes, such as foam coarsening or quasi-static flow.

The study is of a common interest with a similar series
of projects of Loop.pH, a design studio that has been
developing cellular fabrication systems for certain
minimal surfaces, involving weaving to form complex
patterns or creating tensegrity structures composed of
interlocked fiber-glass rings (Figure 2).
The objective is to create a computational framework for
developing a similar system for design and fabrication
of triply periodic minimal surfaces by using a particlespring system. The form-finding strategy is based on the
properties of infinitely periodic minimal surfaces. The
problem is reduced to creating the basic surface region,
enclosed in a kaleidoscopic cell (usually a tetrahedron).
The concept is to simulate a tensioned membrane,
defined by the particles and the connecting springs and
bounded by the faces of the tetrahedron. By defining
a system of constraints and specific attributes to the
particles, the hypothesis is that the behavior of the
system will be of a virtual soap film between the faces
of the tetrahedron, hence a minimal surface membrane.
While the algorithm is performing a self-organizing
process of the particles to define the geometry of
the surface, the springs are controlled by a Delaunay
triangulation function to reach an efficient topology
and uniform lengths tending to a pre-set dimension. This
would define standard sizes for fabrication components,
in our case the rings, which would have the coordinates
of the particles as centers.
paper session | Minimal Surfaces as Self-organizing Systems

Another relevant case is the one of CADenary, a software
for designing catenary structures based on particlespring systems written by Axel Killian, Dan Chack, and
Megan Galbraith.

3 Methodology
3.1

The concept and the algorithm

Aiming to obtain a simulation of a tensioned membrane
by using a bottom-up generative approach in order to
create a tool that could construct various types of triply
periodic minimal surfaces, the methodology is based
on the dynamic behavior of a particle-spring system.
The hypothesis is that a particle-spring net which is

Figure 3. The fundamental region, the result after 6 reflections
and the complete module of the Schwarz P Surface.
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defining a surface, due to the elastic properties of the
springs, will tend to behave like an elastic membrane,
responding to forces and constraints. Accordingly,
because of the tension, it will tend to achieve a minimal
surface area between the defining boundaries (Figure
3). The solution for generating infinite triply periodic
minimal surfaces relies on establishing the system of
constraints or forces that need to be applied in order
to satisfy the mean curvature characteristic and the
topological configuration of the final surface.
The problem is reduced to creating the basic surface
region within the faces of the kaleidoscopic cell, the
basic tetrahedral fundamental region for the group
of reflections in three dimensions, after which the
surface could be reflected and form the triply periodic
minimal surface. The example chosen for illustrating
the methodology is the well known Schwarz P-surface
having as a kaleidoscopic cell a tri-rectangular
tetrahedron which represents the 48th part of a cube.
3.2

The Particle-Spring System

In order to create a minimal surface within the cell, a
network of particles needs to be created which would
connect the faces of the tetrahedron. The connection
to the faces is realized by series of different types of
particles, limited in their behavior by constraints: fixed
particles, particles constrained on the edges of the
tetrahedron, and particles constrained on the faces of
the tetrahedron. The theory leading to generating a
minimal surface is based on the principle that tension,
acting within a spring between a constrained particle
and a free one, will tend to become perpendicular to
the constraining surface or edge, achieving a minimal
distance in relation to it.
Considering the bottom-up approach for the whole
process for each surface region, besides the boundary
defining constrained ones, the algorithm starts with
just one particle. As particles are added, an adapted
Delaunay algorithm is optimally triangulating the
surface while the boundary particles are maintaining
their constrained relationship with the faces and the
edges of the tetrahedron. Topologically, the aim is to
obtain only one length or a set of standard lengths for
the springs as edges of triangles, hence another iterative
process is controlling the stable lengths of the springs
to adapt to the morphological changes of the surface.

3.3

The kaleidoscopic cell

The physical parameters of the space in which the
particle system will perform were created by using
a category of vertices and face entities that had to
be defined in order to control the boundary of the
environment in which the particles and springs would
perform. The faces have attributes such as the normal
on the plane vector or the centroid vector, which would
be necessary for identifying the parameters needed
for creating the constraints defining the relationship
between a particle and a face.
The vertices and the face entities are a very useful
element in providing flexibility to the program, for
generating, simulating and testing various types of
kaleidoscopic cell configurations. By specifying the
starting set of constrained particles, attached to the
geometries of the basic fundamental regions, the
different configurations and tests would be applied also
to a variety of minimal surface solutions for the same
kaleidoscopic cell (Figure 4).
3.4

Delaunay Algorithm

Due to the dynamic character of the particle system, in
order to define a surface through spring connections,
the problem of finding a criterion for choosing the
right particles to be connected was reduced to solving
a triangulation algorithm which would allow the
springs to interactively define an optimal tessellation
of the surface.
In order to avoid the formation of tetrahedral or
polyhedral geometries, the solution was to adapt a twodimensional Delaunay algorithm to a three-dimensional
configuration, so that, in relation to a base plane, all
the points would be projected on it, and the algorithm
will map the two-dimensional solution to the threedimensional configuration (Figure 5).
3.5

Modular tessellation

The manufacturing side of the research is focused on
generating a geometry composed of single or multiple
standard size modular elements. From the algorithmic
point of view, the elements are the springs that
connect the particles. Having the property of tending
to reach a defined standard length, the springs could
form a homogenous system in which they achieve a
state of equilibrium as a geometry composed of similar
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Figure 4. Instances of the fundamental region with the numerical
display of the spring length deviations and the nodes valences.
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size linear elements. The tessellation algorithm is
continuously updating the configuration of the surface
according to the current lengths of the springs. In case
the existing springs are in tension and they are reaching
a length above a pre-defined threshold, new particles
are inserted in the system to compensate the tensional
energy. In case a spring is in compression and its length
is below a minimal value admitted, one of the particles
that are defining the spring is removed from the system.
After a number of iterations the algorithm leads to a
system in equilibrium, in which case the lengths of the
springs have become equivalent throughout the surface.

4 Testing and results
Figure 5. Still from Processing with the Schwarz D Surface modules.

Figure 6. 3D Printed model of the Schwarz P Surface geometry

The testing strategy for the method was based on
applying the algorithm to the Schwarz P Surface and to
identify the efficiency of the algorithm by analyzing the
level of accuracy both in generating the geometry and in
the quality of the tessellation given by the distribution
of the particles on the surface. The computational
method was then appraised from the point of view
of fabrication and tested on a series of small scale
architectural prototypes (Figure 6).
The results for the illustrated initial different tests
involving from 5 to 92 particles that generated from
8 to 240 springs for each basic surface region, were
showing explicitly the transition between the angular
faceted configuration of the surface to a more densely
tessellated surface with a smoother curvature (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Different degrees of tessellation of the Schwarz P Surface

Figure 8. Graph illustrating the increase in number of the particles
in relation with the decrease of the ideal spring length.
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Figure 9. Radius deviations and the graph of the average deviation
from the radius of the circular boundary on the face of the cube.
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The relationship between the linear decrease of the
value of the ideal length of the springs and the increase
in number of the particles and the connections between
them is illustrated in the graph below (Figure 8).
From the geometrical analysis point of view, in order
to evaluate the obtained curvature, a simple analysis
was made on the planar circular boundaries formed on
every face of the cube containing the Schwarz P surface
module. In accordance to the increase of the number
of particles, even if the curvature became smoother,
a certain deviation from the circular boundary that
should have been obtained on every face of the cube
got visible after the reflection (Figure 9).
A factor that influences the curvature of the surface
is given by the properties of the springs. According to
their strength, the tension within the surface could
vary and affect the overall curvature. In order to obtain
a minimal surface, the ratio between tension and
compression within the springs should be reduced to a
minimum, but balanced towards the tensional factor.
From the topological point of view, the efficiency
of the algorithm has been assessed by analyzing
the tessellation of the surface given by the uniform
distribution of particles, by the level of accuracy in
reaching the ideal lengths of the springs within the
triangulation process and their correspondent valence
(number of neighbors).
The algorithm was also tested for multiple ideal
lengths (Figure 10). In the case of the multiple
lengths the problem increased in complexity, but the
hypothesis was that there would be better chances
for the modules to reach different equal lengths while
adapting to the irregular boundaries of the surface
region. The system was based on defining a set of ideal
lengths as ratios of a main rest length.

Figure 10. Multiple Ideal Spring Lengths
instances of the Schwarz P Surface.

Figure 11. Interlocked rings model of two basic
regions of the Schwarz P Surface

Figure 12. Paper models of the basic region of the Schwarz P Surface

From the fabrication point of view, several small scale
prototypes of basic surface regions of the Schwarz P
Surface were developed starting with the interlocked
rings system and testing other fabrication systems,
all based on one instance of the basic resulted
geometry, a mesh composed of 16 triangular faces
(Figures 11, 12, 13, 14).
Figure 13. Paper model of a segment of the Schwarz P Surface
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programmed to update the relationships between the
components of the system, reapply the defined rules
and minimize the energy, in our case the tensional
energy in order to achieve a state of equilibrium
(Figure 15). The discrete geometrical characteristic
of the obtained surface is obvious, the level of
approximation being the main object of analysis of
the results and not the absolute values.
5.1 Potential advantages of the method and future
investigations

Figure 14. Acrylic components model of a Schwarz P Surface
composed of 121 basic regions and 1936 pieces

Figure 15. Schoen I-WP Surface modules

5 Discussion
The previous tests and the results demonstrate that
by simply using particle-spring systems it is possible
to generate minimal surfaces. From a cellular point of
view, if we were to consider the particles as cells or
molecules and the springs as the forces between them,
the proposed system reaches an emergent quality of
self-organization similar to one found in nature.
The algorithm is materialized through a concept
derived from the principle behind the state of
equilibrium of natural organisms, in strict correlation
with the conservation of energy. Each iteration is
paper session | Minimal Surfaces as Self-organizing Systems

The main architectural starting point of the research
was the relationship between form-finding methods and
fabrication. The advantage of the proposed method lies
in the ability of combining the two processes within a
system that could include a lot more parameters to be
taken into consideration during the generative process.
While a standard method would provide a ‘rigid’ strictly
geometric or mathematical framework in defining a
minimal surface without including the design factor,
the generative proposed method could involve a lot of
new parameters besides the current ones, in order to
solve spatial, morphological, social, or structural design
problems. For example, the particles and the springs
between them could include gravity or several structural
parameters and constraints in order to generate
optimized lattice structures.
In the architectural design context, the spatial
adjacencies, circulation flows or the social factors could
be informing attractors or networks of computational
agents which could take into consideration several space
syntax parameters that could affect the final geometry.
Therefore, the experiential relationship between the
social activities and the spatial form could be embodied
into a new series of parameters within a design system
as generator of architectural space.
The purpose of the research is to open a new direction
within the computational design methodology, as part
of the architectural design process, involving a multiple
purpose design strategy which takes into consideration
various categories of factors and constraints, as
part of a parametric system. The modularity of the
subdivisions of the resulted free-form surfaces could be
extrapolated to various architectural applications such
as facades, roofs, structural tensioned membranes,
or other types of architectural structures. The design
framework is not limited to architecture, as the scale
of the objects could reach the level of industrial design
artifacts, furniture or installations.
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6 Conclusions
The research was developed around the design problem
of minimal surface structures, in order to create an
alternative algorithmic method for generating minimal
surfaces as well as for building them from modular
components. The contribution to knowledge of the
study comes from the different approach of the project,
as opposed to the existing ones in the field, by using
the principle of simulation of virtual soap films in
order to generate minimal surface geometries, while
optimizing them for a modular fabrication system.
The main difference in approach would come from the
bottom-up algorithmic strategy of not starting with
a predefined topology, as in the case of the dynamic
relaxation method for example, but simulating an
iterative growth process, optimized to reach a state of
tensional equilibrium of the system.

The architectural problem which launched the
investigations of this research was essential in
structuring a dual process methodology, involving
the form-finding algorithm simultaneously with
the modular dynamic tessellation of the surface.
Using the particle-spring system as a framework
for the simulation process, the potential of the
proposed method could open new directions in the
computational design field, by having the ability to
involve more parameters in the generative design
process. Together with aiming minimal surface
properties and an optimal modular triangulation,
the system could be programmed to reach a multiple
objective optimization character which could include
spatial, social or structural parameters.
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